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Introduction to Leadership 2007

introducing leadership is a highly practical textbook which draws on robust research to present a clear

picture of what leadership actually involves it explores why leadership has become so important in

recent years the role leadership plays in achieving organisational success the skills that effective

leaders need and the steps that anyone can take to become an effective leader this second edition

expands its coverage into ethical practice and emotional intelligence and looks at the impact that our

increasing understanding of the brain is having on leadership behaviour and performance it also

considers the importance of trust for effective leadership throughout the book there are boxes

providing detailed exploration of key concepts and case studies and review questions appear at the

end of each chapter to stimulate critical thinking introducing leadership is for people at all levels in

organisations particularly those aspiring to their first leadership role or studying for leadership

qualifications at ilm or cmi levels 3 to 5
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Introducing Leadership 2016-02-26

from reviews i found this book to be an excellent read my favourite part is at the end of each chapter

where the authors very kindly give a chapter summary i would say this with learning outcomes for

each chapter is the reader s pot of gold and an excellent resource for students the social and political

stance of this text is sensitively weaved throughout encouraging the wider thought processes of the

reader images and illustrations provide a welcome and useful change to the traditional academic text

and i would recommend the book as an important reference resource for those starting on their

leadership journey or for those wanting to update a well informed easy read that i will be

recommending to our students to support their studies the biomedical scientist 2013 70 4 this is an

excellent book for anyone who is starting to take an interest in leadership within their health or social

care role overall the book is clearly aimed at practitioners and should be a must read for those who

wish to understand more about practical leadership and who aspire to more senior positions within
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their field of practice lecturer staffordshire university faculty of health sciences leadership in health and

social care is an accessible text for students and practitioners seeking to develop their leadership skills

i commend this book to you as a way in to the leadership world for anyone working in health and

social care it treats you like an adult and expects you to take responsibility for your own leadership

development we now know that good leadership has a direct relationship with good services and we

can certainly no longer afford mediocrity we need leaders to enable the disruptive innovation that will

be required to improve the quality of care with less resource to do so from the foreword by karen

middleton chief health professions officer for england key features introduces the concept of leadership

and its importance in health and social care discusses the skills and qualities that make for effective

leadership analyses the role of the leader as a catalyst for change helps readers to explore their own

perceptions of leadership through activities and scenarios
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Leadership in Health and Social Care 2012-09-01

providing practical strategies for becoming a better leader this bestselling book includes interactive

elements to help students apply leadership concepts to their own lives the book examines one quality

of leadership per chapter enabling students to apply concepts and skills to their leadership

development it provides self assessment questionnaires observational exercises and reflection and

action worksheets in each chapter a new chapter on handling conflict has been added to the second

edition giving a multi faceted view of conflict and methods for resolving conflict in leadership situations

case studies have been added to the end of each chapter including more global examples and

followed by questions to stimulate class discussion
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Introduction to Leadership 2011-03-21

super series are a set of workbooks to accompany the flexible learning programme specifically

designed and developed by the institute of leadership management ilm to support their level 3

certificate in first line management the learning content is also closely aligned to the level 3 s nvq in

management the series consists of 35 workbooks each book will map on to a course unit 35 books

units

Introduction to Leadership Super Series 2007

leadership is crucial to the success of any organisation but how can one seek to most effectively

develop the leadership ability of both themselves and others how should one define leadership are

great leaders born or made this text addresses such fundamental questions via a comprehensive and

critical approach to the discussion of key leadership theories the text encourages the reader to
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consider the role of both follower and leader in the leadership process and to recognise the

emergence of both effective and destructive leadership each chapter features expert insights on

leadership written by leaders in their respective fields these insights offer the reader a valuable real

world perspective of leadership that enriches the abstract theory covered in each chapter the provision

of case studies examples and supplementary online material provide the effective delivery of both

undergraduate and postgraduate lectures and workshops and self guided study a concluding chapter

that focuses on the development of one s self leadership ultimately facilitates a comprehensive

introduction to what is at once a seductive complex transformative and alluring topic

Leadership 2013-12-17

structured around a series of common yet fundamental questions about whatleadership is includes

case studies of leaders to illustrate the main themes
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Leadership: A Very Short Introduction 2010-07-29

however most teachers went into education because they wanted to be teachers not leaders so they

often haven t had any training into how to lead a subject area this book seeks to deliver a whole range

of practical solutions to the challenges that the role presents the areas covered range from setting and

communicating your vision delivering high quality learning across all classes and developing rigorous

and effective systems of self evaluation to understanding and developing a transformational leadership

style hugely accessible and realistic the book also tackles some of the other critical issues that

sometimes face subject leaders practical solutions are offered around the issues of working with under

performing colleagues as well as managing the stresses of the role shortlisted for the education

resources awards 2013 secondary resource non ict category
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The Subject Leader 2012-09-17

we offer these texts bundled together at a discount for your students northouse introduction to

leadership concepts and practice 2e introduction to leadership concepts and practice demonstrates

northouse s depth and breadth of experience as an academician and consultant he is patently

passionate about communicating not only the essence of leadership but the manner in which

thoughtful leadership can transform people communities and organizations journal of leadership

studies providing practical strategies for becoming a better leader this bestselling book includes

interactive elements to help students apply leadership concepts to their own lives blankstein failure is

not an option 6 principals for making student success the only option for our children for our future

failure is never an option how did a tough d school in brooklyn that was about to be closed down

become an a school in less than 3 years how did a large school district in the midwest use data to

drive effective school improvement that led 15 of their 88 schools to make ayp for the first time how
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are entire nations like finland ensuring smooth leadership transition and capacity to sustain student

success five years 200 000 readers and one national award after failure is not an option was first

published alan m blankstein has documented how educators have closed gaps turned schools around

and sustained overall success with contributions from pedro a noguera andy hargreaves and dean fink

this book outlines the who what and how of becoming a high performing school and learning

community shows how to avoid ten common routes to failure provides double the resources includes

many new case stories and examples and offers new emphasis on diversity assessment for learning

intervention and support for students at risk schooling as a community endeavor involving families the

second edition of failure is not an option tells more than the story it gives all the specifics the tools the

insights and the processes that others have used to ensure that success is the only option
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The Subject Leader 2012

thoroughly revised and updated to reflect the latest thinking in the field this concise yet comprehensive

treatment of public sector leadership is designed for upper division and graduate students and can

also serve as a guidebook for professionals it offers a full up to date review of public leadership

theories covers the major competency clusters in detail and provides both the research on each

competency and practical guidelines for improvement

Introduction to Type and Leadership 2008

your next professional move can make or break your career are you ready in business especially

today you are only as successful as your next career transition do well and you ll be on the fast track

to even more challenging roles fail and you could irreparably harm your career and your organization

in his international bestseller the first 90 days transition guru michael d watkins outlined a set of basic
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principles for getting up to speed quickly in new professional roles since that book was published

watkins has worked with thousands of leaders helping them to accelerate their transitions these

leaders posed challenging questions on how to apply the basic principles in real life situations the truth

that emerged the first 90 days framework can be applied in every transition but the way you apply it is

entirely different when you have been promoted to a higher level than it is when you are joining a new

organization or taking a role in a different country master your next move answers a distinct need

focusing on the most common types of transitions leaders face and the unique challenges posed by

each based on years of research and now with a new introduction this indispensable book explores

eight crucial transitions virtually everyone encounters during their career including promotion leading

former peers onboarding into a new company making an international move and turning around a

business in crisis with real world examples and many practical models and tools master your next

move is your guide to surviving and thriving as you make your next move and every one after that
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Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice [With Failure Is

Not an Option 2/E] 2012-08-15

the latest leadership textbook from respected author team kaplan and owings explores how principals

can effectively build a culture around student achievement introduction to the principalship helps

aspiring principals understand how to develop a vision for improvement make decisions and manage

conflict build teachers capacity communicate monitor the organization s performance and create a

school climate of mutual respect this important book provides readers with various leadership concepts

to inform their practice as well as the cognitive and practical tools to evaluate and prioritize what

leadership actions to take each chapter offers opportunities for readers to create personal meaning

and explore new ways of doing leadership to advance a positive person focused environment providing

both the theoretical framework and skills for effective practice introduction to the principalship

addresses the issues most urgent and relevant for educational leadership graduate students learning
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how to build a school culture that promotes every student s success special features learning

objectives chapter openers introduce the topic and initiate student thinking reflections and relevance

interactive exercises role plays class activities and assignments help readers think about content in

personally meaningful ways facilitate understanding of chapter content and help transfer leadership

thinking to action in their own schools isllc standards each chapter is aligned to the 2015 interstate

school leadership licensure standards companion website includes links to supplemental material

additional readings and powerpoints for instructors

Leadership in Public Organizations 2014-12-18

written by a team of leading experts in leadership studies the nature of leadership provides compelling

answers to the most vexing questions surrounding leadership is leadership measurable are there traits

that reliably distinguish leaders from nonleaders does the situation matter are there differences in

women s and men s leadership styles is ethical leadership effective leadership are elements of
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leadership culturally bounded whereas other elements are universal does vision really matter can

leadership be developed the new volume includes 16 chapters divided into five parts introduction

leadership science nature and nurture the major schools of leadership special topics in leadership and

conclusion topical coverage within these parts include research methods leader and leadership

development evolutionary and biological perspectives of leadership individual differences situational

and contingency theories transformational charismatic and shared leadership followership gender

identity culture and ethics

Master Your Next Move, with a New Introduction 2019-03-19

your next professional move can make or break your career are you ready in business especially

today you are only as successful as your next career transition do well and you ll be on the fast track

to even more challenging roles fail and you could irreparably harm your career and your organization

in his international bestseller the first 90 days transition guru michael d watkins outlined a set of basic
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principles for getting up to speed quickly in new professional roles since that book was published

watkins has worked with thousands of leaders helping them to accelerate their transitions these

leaders posed challenging questions on how to apply the basic principles in real life situations the truth

that emerged the first 90 days framework can be applied in every transition but the way you apply it is

entirely different when you have been promoted to a higher level than it is when you are joining a new

organization or taking a role in a different country master your next move answers a distinct need

focusing on the most common types of transitions leaders face and the unique challenges posed by

each based on years of research and now with a new introduction this indispensable book explores

eight crucial transitions virtually everyone encounters during their career including promotion leading

former peers onboarding into a new company making an international move and turning around a

business in crisis with real world examples and many practical models and tools master your next

move is your guide to surviving and thriving as you make your next move and every one after that
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Introduction to the Principalship 2015-03-12

written from a practitioner viewpoint with case studies and examples from a wide variety of industries

this is a practical text for learning development and human resource practitioners providing an in depth

treatment of all the aspects of people development within today s organizations readers will want more

than just the theory they want to know how to apply it as an internal consultant and what the potential

pitfalls can be most importantly they want practical strategies for introducing and implementing new

management development practices the text shows how to apply new approaches to old problems and

provide new ways of creating high performance within an organization this book offers an in depth

explanation of the key principles problems to be addressed and strategies for success in developing

effective managers and leaders the style is both pragmatic and tactical based on academic theory but

grounded in the day to day reality of what is possible in today s organizations
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Leadership and Service 2008

the coaching profession is growing and innovating according to the international coaching federation icf

coaching earns over 3 billion per year with over 100 000 practitioners of coaching this book is for both

practitioners and scholars of executive coaching coaching is an exciting and powerful skillset that

allows individuals to empower others and helps individuals to generate awareness that opens the door

for great levels of success the approach of this book is to look at the theoretical framework of coaching

as it applies to the actual practice of coaching others and groups it is important to ground practice in

theory and research to bring together the researched framework to help to inform the approach there

is an old proverb that states theory is when you know everything but nothing works practice is when

everything works but no one knows why the approach of this book will enable the student with the

theory the processes and the skills to coach in a way that works and to be able to understand the why

behind the success as well as make it replicable
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The Nature of Leadership 2012

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and

possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity

individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that

this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public

to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format

that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of

keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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Master Your Next Move 2019

in this very short introduction john hendry provides a lively introduction to the nature and principles of

management tracing its development over the past century hendry looks not only at the jobs managers

do today and their place in the culture of work but also provides an insight into modern management

theory

Leadership Development 2007-09-24

this book is a philosophical exploration of the relationship between leadership and organization each

chapter in the book sheds light on this relationship by exploring leadership with respect to a particular

theme charisma authority religion language authenticity image and followership these themes are

linked to popular notions of leadership such as transformational leadership authentic leadership and

servant leadership offering insight into the ways in which leadership is understood in contemporary
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culture the main thesis of leadership and organization is that understandings of leadership today are

still shaped by the figure of the charismatic leader even though charismatic leadership itself has lost

much of its appeal the clearest expression of this paradigm is the leadership management distinction

where the leader is someone who transcends the organization and the manager someone who resides

within the organization drawing on a broad variety of sources in continental philosophy the author

explores the central philosophical question of how leadership can be understood in relation to

organization this book provides new perspectives on leadership that will be of interest to all students

academics and practitioners who are interested in challenging their thinking about leadership it will

particularly appeal to those considering leadership studies from a critical or philosophical angle

An Introduction to Professional and Executive Coaching
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2021-03-01

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free

scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1921

edition excerpt is to be a readjustment which will in no measure injure our modern institutions but

which will give them their scientific place in the community structure and process the institutions which

first learn this truth will be the ones privileged to render the greatest service in the future organized

community 3 the recognition of the social law of the division of labor as life increases in complexity it

becomes more social that is to say it creates more needs which can only be met by cooperation our

primitive ancestors had fewer wants than we have they also had fewer diseases their social

organization was necessarily simple and institutionalism played a very small part in its processes the

first institutions were extensive rather than intensive in function the evolution of institutional growth in

an increasingly complex society is from general programs to specific programs the institutional
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evolution of the church the early christian church was an institution with generalized functions among

these functions were a expounding religious doctrine b religious and ethical education c general

education d economic control e philanthropy in addition to these functions there have been at various

periods of the evolution of the church other offices which the church discharged it has at times been

specifically political in a semi functionary sense in its more modern stages of evolution some branches

of the church have assumed recreational and sociable functions but these must be regarded as

atavistic phenomena and not as a part of the more fundamental evolution in an historical sense the

evolution of the church has been from generalized function to specific function this has been

particularly true of the

The Community 2018-10-14

a military science leadership development program amazon com
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Management: A Very Short Introduction 2013-10-24

the creator of process oriented psychology brings his dynamic system to bear on the growing problem

of conflict resolution and leadership a pioneering and pragmatic book which combines the insights of

eastern philosophy modern physics and jungian psychology line drawings

Leadership and Organization 2018-04-09

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections

such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original

artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and

despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment

to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections

in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book
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Introducing Leadership 2008

completely updated and revised this eleventh edition arms managers with the business tools they ll

need to succeed the text presents managerial concepts and theory related to the fundamentals of

planning leading organising and controlling with a strong emphasis on application it offers new

information on the changing nature of communication through technology focus is also placed on

ethics to reflect the importance of this topic especially with the current economic situation this includes

all new ethics boxes throughout the chapters an updated discussion on the numerous legal law

changes over the last few years is included as well managers will be able to think critically and make

sound decisions using this text because the concepts are backed by many applications exercises and

cases
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The Community; an Introduction to the Study of Community

Leadership and Organization 2013-09

have you ever wished you had the skills to navigate the tidal wave of human emotions have you ever

found yourself in a situation that you wished with all your heart you had handled better have you found

yourself at a loss when it comes to dealing with other people do you find it difficult to understand why

others do what they do are your own feelings a mystery to you then read on human emotions can be

scary and unpredictable when you don t have the knowledge of how to handle them you can t even

handle other people s emotions if you can t deal with yours not being able to deal with other s

emotions means you ll have a tougher go at persuading people to see things your way or to be of

service or help to you in other words not having the critical skills that are the pillars of emotional

intelligence is costing you opportunities for growth in business in your career in love and in other

aspects of life getting ahead in life is so much easier when you have a network of people you care
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about who care about you just as deeply with this book on emotional intelligence you will learn among

other things what emotional intelligence is and how it can improve your life and relationships how

emotional intelligence can make you a better leader tips and tricks for analyzing people how to

manipulate people to get positive outcomes how to manipulate your own emotions for the better only

one question remains are you ready to improve the quality of your life by becoming emotionally

intelligent then hold on to your hats because you re about to do all that and more with this book you

have so wisely invested in

Introduction to Leadership 2009

this book is composed of short chapters that introduce the student or manager to communication

leadership and the expectations of senior management in today s corporation it seeks to demonstrate

to the engaged reader the importance of communication strategies in moving a corporation through the

numerous challenges faced by the chief communications officer cco as counsel to chief executive
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officer chief financial officer chief legal officer and others in the c suite the book will provide the reader

with examples and short case studies to provide understanding of c level communication there are a

number of books in the leadership field that deal with communication some estimates are of more than

1 000 books in the marketplace the contrast between this work by harrison and muhlberg and those in

the market is that the book deals less with theory and history of communication and considerably more

with current and future application of high level strategic corporate communication as the role of the

function has progressed significantly from that of a service provider to that of a business driver the

significance of this is to ground readers in the lessons of both past and current corporate leadership

challenges drawing on leadership history and organizational thought leader influence follett barnard

berne drucker burns et al and exposing students to modern realities corporate governance social

media proliferation and influence the growing impact of globalization stakeholder relations information

flow the importance of protecting reputation and risk management employee engagement c suite and

organizational culture shifts as well as communication skills and exemplars are examined in a way
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undertaken by no other book in this category this is a modern book on corporate communication at the

executive management level the chief executive suite of officers for use in advanced college studies

and professionals wanting to update their communication strategies

The Leader as Martial Artist 1992

consistency is a proactive daily discipline demonstrating a repeatable action producing positive

behaviors favorable results and desired outcomes armato through many years of studying learning and

analyzing numerous definitions and schools of thought about the art of leadership there is one

common characteristic which aligns each leadership style this one characteristic differentiates a good

leader from a great leader and a great leader from an extraordinary leader this characteristic is

consistency to differentiate mediocrity from greatness and excellence exercising a consistent discipline

and mindset is necessary consistency serves as a core tenant that resonates when modeling to others

building teams casting vision creating strategy directing energy and framing expectations to achieve
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successful outcomes consistency aligns with a firm commitment to excellence along with anchors and

differentiates extraordinary leaders in the core pillars within their personal and professional spheres of

influence consistent centric leadership is a superstructure to the world of leadership and composed of

the utmost noble qualities serving as its pillars these pillars serve as the foundation for a consistent

centric leaders they need to be practiced and upheld never compromised or ignored consistent centric

leadership cannot be sustained if there is any variance or vacillation from the core tenants found within

each of these pillars anything less doesn t disqualify an individual from being a leader they just may

align to a different leadership style other than consistent centric leadership

The Community 2014-01-11

outdoor leadership second edition is the definitive text for developing student leadership in outdoor and

adventure settings throughout the world crafted by an author team internationally recognized for their

research teaching and experience in outdoor and adventure leadership this new edition provides
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students with the foundational knowledge they need to develop as competent professionals in the field

grounded in eight core competencies through outdoor leadership second edition students are

introduced to eight core competencies that the authors consider essential to outdoor leadership 1

foundational knowledge 2 self awareness and professional conduct 3 decision making and judgment 4

teaching and facilitation 5 environmental stewardship 6 program management 7 safety and risk

management 8 technical ability this unique approach to outdoor and adventure leadership will help

students meet current professional standards in the field as they prepare for careers in education and

recreation the students move step by step through the materials and assignments gaining and

demonstrating leadership competencies which they will document through a portfolio of their course

experiences the development of these portfolios is a highly practical and valuable takeaway for

students looking to get a leg up as they ready themselves for their careers new to the text this latest

edition of outdoor leadership offers new features material and resources including the expertise and

perspectives of new author marni goldenberg a new chapter on program assessment a new chapter
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on developing cultural and social justice competencies as an outdoor leader a redistribution of the

content on values and ethics formerly a single chapter across multiple chapters an increased emphasis

on international perspectives a stronger focus on outdoor leadership in the area of ecotourism

revisions to address critical issues in the evolving field of outdoor and adventure leadership new

ancillaries including an instructor guide which includes learning and portfolio activities for each chapter

as well as other new learning experiences a test package and a presentation package emphasizing

both theory and practice while primarily directed at novice outdoor leaders is useful for more

experienced outdoor leaders as well including administrative and supervisory personnel in outdoor

leadership organizations the authors have created a balance between theory and practice as they

explore the eight core competencies by doing the following introducing students to a wide variety of

theories and concepts integral to outdoor leadership using chapter opening vignettes to illustrate the

theories and concepts addressed in the chapter acquainting readers with numerous organizations and

agencies in which outdoor leaders work offering a series of learning activities and professional
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development exercises to transform the theoretical into the practical preparing students for successful

careers the result is a highly useful resource that grounds students in the theories concepts and

competencies that they need in order to be successful leaders in outdoor and adventure settings this

competency based approach will help aspiring outdoor leaders plan safe enjoyable and ecologically

responsible expeditions acquire and showcase their leadership abilities culminating in a professional

portfolio and develop the knowledge and expertise they need to be effective leaders

Introduction to Management 2011

how effective are you at making a positive impact on the people around you discover the power of

christ s personal and practical example of leadership and make a measurable difference in the lives of

those around you at home at work in the community or in your parish
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Emotional Intelligence 2020-01-28

the purpose of this leader s guide is to assist you in the planning and facilitation of study groups based

onthe catholic vision for leading like jesusbook and the activities in the workbook the study sessions

are designed to help people discover a new appreciation for jesus as a leader insights into the

struggles and strategies of leaders at home at work in parishes and in the community direction on how

to refine their own personal leadership point of view ideas to stay focused as they strive to lead like

jesus support from you and other members of the faith community commitment to jesus as a role

model and the holy spirit as a guide tools to help them assess their current leadership motivations and

behavior and then realign them daily in accord with jesus words and deeds
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Leadership Communication 2014-09-05

for students of the nebs management introductory award at the certificate level this book provides all

the underpinning knowledge needed to cover the four key elements of this qualification previous ed

2004

Introduction to Leadership Manual 2017-12-26

this book introduces readers to the perception of time in different ways critical to this concept is the

idea that time management tools are not effective unless one is aware of their personal perception of

time time leadership is the process of understanding the perception of time and how to apply it to

situations that require it
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The Discipline of Consistency in a World of Compromise

2021-09-28

the field of leadership studies needs theory and research techniques that balance conventional science

with the arts and humanities in order to capture leadership s moral dimension borrowing from aristotle

s account of the three types of knowledge the author argues that leadership is an in between form that

combines craft based skill with theoretical knowledge adapted for a specific situation s unique

characteristics the book discusses three sociology traditions and a distinctive variety of the history of

religions while synthesizing their core premises the resulting hybrid enables leadership analysis that

emphasizes power dynamics cloaked in quasi mythic discourse the author labels this perspective the

leadership imagination and its mode of analysis taxonomic leadership analysis the book includes

methodological tips on how to construct such analysis and two case study chapters that exemplify it

while the example analyses concern leadership issues at the national and international levels the
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approach works equally well with individual organizations lamagdeleine s non conventional approach to

leadership and management makes this an enlightening study for graduate students in leadership and

business programs and provides new analytic tools for students and faculty conducting research in

business ethics and policy studies

Outdoor Leadership 2017-05-01

introducing organizational behaviour and management is written by specialists for students who want

to think differently about their understanding of organizational behaviour this textbook contrasts

perspectives on organizational behaviour discussing the alternative critical or controversial thinking and

debate key concepts that underpin this diverse subject are identified and explored in a range of

international and everyday examples this book employs the principles of adopting a selective rather

than exhaustive approach to introductory organizational behaviour topics it applies a conceptual

framework to the subject matter and seeks to engage the reader throughout
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The Catholic Vision for Leading Like Jesus 2014-11-20

this is a collection of 28 nonprofit management case studies from around the world that examine

issues including marketing fundraising financing and change management

The Catholic Vision for Leading Like Jesus Leader's Guide

2009-08-18

Introducing Management 2006
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What Time Are You? 2015-06-17

The Leadership Imagination 2016-03-25

Introducing Organizational Behaviour and Management

2017-02-28

Introduction to Nonprofit Management 2012-01-20
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